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I searched the workshop and found two possible matches
for this idea. One includes decorations that I dont like, so
thats out. The other works, but has a direction. As in, the
pedestrian path is on the side (like real life probably would
have it), so if you draw it in two different directions, the
pedestrian path will be on two different sides so theyll have
to cross over. In all roads that cross one another, a road can
be placed in the middle of the intersection so that a
pedestrian has the possibility to use the entire intersection.
No longer only a road going into a road. This would be like a
intersecting road where every road is a pedestrian path,
and they can walk in a straight line. You dont have to build
a path going down the slope, it automatically happens, its
just where the roads cross is where the one problem is.
There are two possible ways to fix that: Using a node
controller, or essentially going backwards, and placing an
intersection so that not only a road can cross, but a
pedestrian can too. Basically, these are pedestrian paths
that are x2 wide (1.5x width of standard path), and you can
make them come from any direction, which makes sense,
as they are pathways for people, not automobiles. This can
also be combined with the mod called Stairs, which you can
see what it is here: https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfile
s/filedetails/?id=1227771153. One of these paths can be
used as a staircase or ladder up/down a building, which is of
course most often used in rooftops and skyscrapers. The
second issue with this idea is that the roads need to be
widened. If you have the roads as wide as a normal
standard path, and a new path at every intersection, the
paths will tend to get very narrow in places like the bottom
floor of a building.
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A sidewalk is a pedestrian path, or should be. This is mainly
for the reason that there are sidewalk designs which allow
people to walk more safely across the road without getting
hit. At the same time, it also means that pedestrians can

use whatever path they want in whatever style they want.
You dont have to take sidewalks, but it is a nice thing to

have (but you can with the above mod as well). If you dont
like the default sidewalk, you can create your own with a
texture and a little crafting skill. If you dont like the shape
of the sidewalk (like a plain rectangle), you can create a

custom sidewalk with whatever shape you want. Finally, if
you dont like the building, you can create your own custom

building with a custom edge tile. If you think about it, in
vanilla Skylines you are limited to about a dozen different
outcomes when a road splits or a road merges. Some of
these options are quite good, like adding a right turn to

create a Y junction or even a right turn without a U-turn in a
bus lane. But if you want to add something else, you are

probably limited to the four options. With this in mind, you
can add several new abilities to regulate the different types

of junctions. Vanilla Skylines is a very attractive and well
looking metropolis. But if you want something more freaky,
you can use a mod that allows you to draw a 3D version of
the street grid on your screen, so you can create the most
radical urban interface imaginable. So, when you look at

this mod, you have to go for the classic option: The classic
Skylines metropolis. And yes, there is a lot of stuff in here.

But there are also some small features to make the
metropolis look a bit unique. First of all, you can assign
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different city scape styles to each district. So instead of just
one monotonous and uniform look, you can create a unique

touch for each district. 5ec8ef588b
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